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At the end of this semester I learned how to improve my writing skills with an 

creative writing course that taught me various techniques that I can take and use in the 

real world such as how to properly form a professional resume to learning the do’s and 

don’ts of an interview. All of these class ideas and assignments with help me grow 

personally and professionally and will help me as i progress in life.

Since my major is Graphic Arts I decided to do a before and after of me learning 

my skills as an Graphic Designer with a design i had to do when I first started versus my 

abilities now. Before I didn't pay attention to details and colors and when I used 

photoshop everything was just cut out and placed. I then learned that when you get out 

in the real world and your doing a design for someone and getting paid for your 

expertise that you cant do half ass work. You have to learn all aspects of designing such 

as color schemes,shadowing,effects to make your design the best. The graphic design 

field is very competitive and you have to be on top on your “A” game when going into 

this field because it will be that one person that knows one minor thing that you don't 

know that they do that will land them the job.

Below is two postcards I did (Then And Now) The top one was done with not much 

thought. I used a horrible gradient that blended in with Chris Browns name because I used a 

gradient on his name as well, everybody is cut out with no shadows which makes me really look 



like they were cardboard cutouts. But the other post card I did had a focus, color scheme and 

shadows where They Needed it to be (under the headphones). It looks a lot more professional 

then the previous one. Like I stated before you have to take into consideration you have a client 

to satisfy and a rep to uphold and improve. When you take time to and practice your skills you 

will go far in your career.




